Adopt a Pet
AWS set-up & DevOps services for North America’s largest
non-profit pet adoption website

#Cloud

#DevOps

Summary
TO THE NEW helped Adopt-A-Pet migrate to AWS Cloud, manage its huge infrastructure and automate its delivery
pipeline.

Highlights

The Client
Adopt-a-Pet is North America’s largest non-profit website for adoption
of different kinds of animals. It is a portal where shelters and rescues
come together to list their pets who are ready for adoption. This

Ability to perform multiple
deployments in a single day

organization works with over 35,000 animal shelters, pounds, and
rescues for promoting pet adoption in the United States.

The Goal
Adopt-A-Pet needed a partner who could help them automate their
end to end delivery pipeline on AWS and take care of any kind of
outages/incidents, while the development team could focus on
enhancing the platform. TO THE NEW provided the required
consulting, defined and implemented strategies for deployments,
disaster recovery & securing Wordpress platform. We integrated
leading DevOps to standardize deployments across different
environments and provided end-to-end infrastructure management
support to handle outages and provide proactive resolutions.

Key Features
Integrated leading DevOps tools to standardize deployments
across different environments
Managed infrastructure hosted on AWS and helped team adopt
various AWS services
Provided support for end to end deployment management and
new applications orchestration
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Ability to raise preventive
alerts the moment
application behaviour
deviates from normal

Provided proactive support for all system administration tasks as well as acting on any outages or incidents
round the clock

Technical Excellence
Implemented single script deployments and ability to quickly revert to previous versions when required
using CodeDeploy
Prepared scripts and performed load-testing before any major releases of existing sites or launching new
websites
Applied OS patches and version upgrades using technologies like Nginx, PHP, MySQL, Postgres etc.
Performed regular audits to identify and mitigate potential vulnerabilities
Secured the platform against DDoS attack using WAF
Implemented Nagios for infrastructure monitoring
Configured LogEntries for centralised logs management
Migrated database to Multi-AZ RDS; thereby allowing scalability & point-in-time recovery in a cost-efficient
manner
Followed the agile development model to facilitate shortest turnaround time
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Other Tools

Testimonials
David Evans
Technical Director
Adopt-a-pet.com (USA)
“TO THE NEW really helped us move our architecture into the second decade of the 21st century. We now have
more stable, efficient, and reliable systems, which has taken the headache of those midnight pages off our dev
teams and helped them focus more on day to day sprint tasks that has improved our velocity.”

Know more about our DevOps offerings
www.tothenew.com

Talk to Our Experts
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